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A Study,of Gal Preferences a

arding an Energy'Ciisii Contingency Plan;,

The School Without Schobls Program
,..4 .

Complex organizations, such as schools, normally have multiple goals

due to the variety of'individuals and functions4n loth the organizational system
.

and the Anvironment. When forced to adapt to fluctuations in the environment,

P /
organizations often prioritize these multiple goals, concentrating on the basic

°nee needed for immediate organizational survival. Lack of goal consensus,

and diSsimilarity in goalor entation may prove dysfunctional dtiring_such perkods-
_

when an integrated effort. is 4sential for coping vith environmental change.

CChsensus on goal priorities,is therefore highly desirable.
1,2. 31 r ,...

$

The fuel shortageexpeil,./enced by schools the United States during the
. .

,

.

winter of 1977 is an exampl"e f1 ctuationin the organizational ex..11Ment.

The School without Schoo/srogram in Co,lumbus, Ohio, was one attempt, to core

A /
0,

*
with this change. . . -

School without Seho?ls 'Program
S.

The Schools withOillScilools (SWS. Pi-ogram was the response of the Columbus

'
4

School pi trict to an 8574curtailmen iin natural -gas supplies whic/h forced many

Ohio schools to close for tour weeks - February 7'to March 7, 1977. The SWS
. it , 4 .. ,

, 1 ` , .

V
.

program operated for three weeks, the fourth week being accounted for by a'

ff -,

iescheduled spring vacation.
4

ring the three weeks, Columfts students, numbering over 95,000, attended

classes once a weekon a rotating basis in buildings heated by alternative fuel

sources. Twdnty-nine out of the 160 4strict buildingswere used. At this wkly

meeting teachers :collected assignments, teviewed materials and distribu ed new,

"assignments.. . Attendance at this weekly meeting wahitandatory._ Between these

Weekly meetings? students were eaipectedAo watch and /or listen to educational'

. 3
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program ,Aprodyced by Columb

stataj . Students were
., .

'4L

lishdd daily, for elementary and secondary schools in the Columbus Dispatch, the

r

15pal newspaper. Students were/also expected to attend spekal filid trips drt
. ,

. .

classes organized q'their teachers and held in local community facilities.
--r . 1 4

teachers and aired over loCal radio and television

directed -to read the extrelassrdom supplement pub-

Classes met in lbrarieScuseums United Way agehcies loci.manufacturers,

theaters, etc.
5

,

The local media - newspapers, television, and radio setions - carried
.

'daily and weekly announcements of SWS Activities. The .zent al administration

purished a resource menual*for all administrators and teac4rs which listed

alternative facilities in the community, procedures for estallishing field trips,

plus periodic updates on activity schaules.6 An openlatte from the suPerin-,

tendent urged parents and students to cooperate in the SWS prtgram.

yor such a program to.operatesuccessfully however, full operation would

be necessary not only from community members, but also from al;, school person -

1 - board of\education members',
administrators, and teachers;at all. levlls.,

. \
1

Agreement pn program goals and priorities
Y
would seem to be an.ingredientiof

such cooperation.

Oblectives

The primary purpose of this exploratory study was tc examine the goal

preferences of educational grow s typically having diverse goal orientatiOns:

board of education members, administrators, and teachers. A second purpose was

\ to determine the acceptance'of SWS, goals and methods in smaller school diStricts

in the metrop4litan Columbus area,.
Specifically this study focusdd on th4

following questions:

1. Do board members, administrator, and teachers differ in

their preferred goals for a School withdutSchopl type

program?
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Sample

4i

2. What dimensions underlie these differences in goal.

preferences and'are these dimensions consistent across

local school systems?

3. What demographic variables, if any,'are related to'dif-

ir
ferences in goal preferences?

4. What relatiohship exists between goal preferences and

'atticipated,goal success? Between .goalpreferences

and perceived importance?
1

5. .What barriers might prevent successful adoption of4this

program insyallet.school districts?

METHOD

Three school districts bordering the Columbus School District'(Districts

and. C) supp1ir9osters of,personnel, and board of education members from.

which ehe sample, was drawn. All board of educationlembers, central administrators,

i.

and building principals from the three drilricts Otte included in the sample.

,
t..

.

-,,, ,-- A i

A proportionate sample of elementary, middle 'school, and senior high thool
1

teachers was randomly selected in each of the three districts. Approximately

IL-

fifty individuals were sampled and surveyed in each district for a total of
(

150 .subjects. 9 P

Eighty-one subjects-responded to the survey questionnaire, with 37 usab'e

N.

questionnaires being\retUrnect The final sample consisted of 7 hoard of education

- members, 21 administr tors,-4 hers, and 9 area specialists. Over half of

the - respondents were male (56%), heir twenties or thirties with eleveniyears

teaching experience, sei'n of which h been spent in the present district.

54% had earned a masters degree.

The districts-had coped with the gaslahortage by implementing a variety of

programs. District A, with approximately 52 0 students, oplerated a "school,

family education program" similar to the SWS p ogram. Oftiy 1 of its 7. school

5
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I N,

build ngs could be used for classes. The four buildings of'District B,Iyith

01

I

a

appr imately 1700 students, had heating systems which could be switched from

natural gas to alteimative fheld: Two of the bUildings were converted to'alter-

.

native fuel. District B remained ope by shifting to split sessions schedule.

District C, with approximately 4700 students, closed all 9 buildings, conducting,

a home-study program based on individual,study packets and using available

alternative locations.
7

2

8

6

Procedure
.

, t.
, . -

11'1°,

A questionnaire was distributed to subjects through the three school

t .

, .

rilza.,,systems:at the end ,of the school year. FollOw-up questionnaires,were

.?)

r

maileeto subjects' homes. The loW response rate, 54%, was probably due to the

timing,,schools having just closed for summer vacation. A

The questionnaire contained a list of 15-emergency program goalssome

derived from publicized goals off, the Columbus' SAS, program, others resulting

from conversa0 parentswith pares and teache\s.9 The fifteen goals are listed in

TABLE X. Subjects were instructed to rank the'goali' in terms. of their ind&idual'

. . "4
, .

preference. Subjects also fated each goal on its relative impOrt nce and chance
/

of suc ess on a Likert 'stale 1=Low). Sub ectssupplied the following

demo-graphic data: age, sex, total year:; teachi g experience, yeaks with the

presentdistrict, position (board of education, administration, etc.), 254-,gel.

-building in which employed.. In addition albjects7indicated their willingneds

.
o

. -

..
to conduct:a SWS type program in their own districts and suggested potential

.

:

I

barriers to the successful adoption or completion of a SWS typeemergency

program.

4

1

6

a
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TABLE I
Fifteen*Emergency program Goals

I. To allow seniors to graduate on'time,

2. To allow teachers to experiment with new learnin* environments

3.. TcodelYelop student sl4lls in self-directed study

children of working mothers

5. 'To increase teacher and student awareness of .community learning resources

4. To help provide supervision f

6.' To show that schoolsAcanlunctiOn in time of

7. To avoid make-up days. in the school calendar

crisis

8., To allow more individualized.instruction

9.: To insure' continuance A, federal funding/subsidies

10. To keep students busy while schools clobe

11. To involve parents more in the educational experience

12. demonstrate the importance of continued education

13. To prevent possible increases in juvenile crime

14. To provide continuous Rmpdoyment for teachers

'15. To- allow students to -keep up with the basic areas

7

A

__

of Study

.3
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Data Analysis

An ,internal analysis of the preference. data was performed using the MDPREF

e.""'
computer program developed by Carroll and Chang..

10
This non=perametric multi

dimensional scaling program util,tzes a point vector model whereby stimuli, in, thiw

.
) .

-
case goals, are represented as points and subjects as vectors in a common space.

Preference rankings for each individual are recaptured by projecting stimulus

points On-subject vectors. The data is judged to fj.t the scaling model if the

projected preferences coirelate significantly with the original, preference data

for each subject. tasically it is a multi- dimensional version of the unfolding

, \ 4

model, the ial point for each subject being at he tip of the subject vecor.12

Because the MDPREF program sets a maximum of 70;Aubjects fo'r each analysis,,

seven subjects

the total samp

ere randomly deletedfrod the sample. The%preferende data.for

(n=70)were analyzed to determine-the underlying dimensions.

Separate analyses of each districe(ne22, nB=23, n
C
=25) were performed to in-

.vestigate consistency of dimensions across districts, .Two and three dimensioned.

_ \
solutions were obtained. Output included matrices of goal and subject coordinates.

. t.

k ,

on each dimension and multi-dimensional plots locating subjects and stimuli in

the common:space.
I tx

To assist in the identification ofunderlying dimensions, median ratings

on goal importance and potential goal success were correlated separately with

goal coordinates on each of the underlying dimensions (n=15). Consistency of

t
. x.... examinedpreferences across districts wNs by correlating-the goal coordinates

t
0 ,

between all district pairs. Differences between prefereocet of board.of education

m1r-embers,Pc.entral administrators, building administrators, classroom teachers add

.

,

other educational staff (e.g, reading specialists) were studied by examining the

d
,

distribution of subjects in the dimensional space. Chi-square tests here
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t e
employed to detect i'ossible associations. between system position and dimensidnal

,/

position. Pinally subjects' Position cln.each of the'Underlying dimensions was

,regressed otn demographic variables, to
aid-interpretation of subject preferences. -

j RESULTS

Underlying Dimension ,...

A

Two aild three dimensional solutions were obtained for the tqtal sample,1

(n=70), re!pectively accounting for 5510 and 63%
1

ofdie variance in 'preference.\
%

Since only two.'of the three dimenSions were interpretable, the two_ dimensional

i".

solutions was retained. Spearman rankJcorrelatironn between subject origidal

, ..., . i''''

preferences and prqjections on thd fit ed vectors indicated the data'fit the
.

. 4

scaling model, 64 of the q orrlations beidg significant at.the._:05 level, or

/ r. 1

.
t

better. Mean correlation coeffifient was .73.

dimensionality
.--,

6'

F scaling model, thHaving examined the appropiateness of th0 scalig , e'i

J . .

of goalpreferences was analyzed. Figure 1 illustrates the two dimensional plot

c_pf stimulus points -(goals). Dimensiraki (Ow? horizontal axi s' seems to be 'an

46.

ideal dimen , goals such as keeping up with basics,.self-directed tudent

.

studYi, graduation on time, parental involvemen being ratted as More ideal than

goals such,as continued employmeitfor teacher , prevention of juvenile crime,

etc. This ideal dimension accounted for 45% (of the subject vviance.

Dimension 2 (the vertical axis was lest clearl identified. Since goals

such as'graduation aa scheduled, maintenance of school calendar, continued teacher --of

employment ranked highest on this dimensibn, and;goals eucg s experimental learning

yenvironments, more individualized i struction, creased community awareness

ranked lowest, this dimension may be labeled an essential priority dimension.'

Goals hie; on imension 2 W,Fe practical, essential for the maintenance of normal'
.

_

patterns\lof l te. Goals low ch dimension 2 were less. essential, extras that might

result from a/SWS type p7gram.

I

..,

9:

4
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' 1

4

i
,..

...,-,
. .

.

. -

,

1

TAW II presents Spearman rank correlations of dimension coordinates with

', ,. ,

.

::median importance and success ratings for the f4teen'goals.

6

The significant,' ,. ,

O . ,

correlation of goal importance with goal lotation(on the'ideal dimension (r=.99) t

.

.

.supports the identification of dimension'l, Ideal go/ als obviously would be .

,
. -

.,

rated as mote important., No sigAificant relationship was observed between goal

4
,

. k

importance.and the priority dimension (dimension 2). In contrast, goal Success

A
k,

Potential was significantly correlated with, the priority'dithentron (r=: .56)

,butnotwith the ideal dimension. Goals high in'essentiApriority were per-
t -

. e.

Ceived as having a hTer chance of success. 'Z's expected dimension .'ideal)

. 'and dimension/2 (priority) Were not significantlycorrIelateA, a function of the,

scaling solution.
.

,

'

.
.

-

To determine if these underlying dimensions were consistentLacross districts,
6

-----.

.

.

'a two-dimension,al'solution was obtained for each 4st rict. Figure-2 presents the

District A'solutionl Figure3 District B; arid Figure 4, Distric'C.,'A iiiinal '1;

z . °

compar son of goal preferences
gtiggest-that consensus exists on the ideal.rankid&

v
, ,

ofthe 15 r . On. the priority
dimegion (Oenston 2), however, consensps

r,

, 1

exists more for goals p oned at phe extremes of,thq_priority,dimension with

..,

. .
, :

.more discrepancy occurring for less clear-cut goals - .located at the middre of pie
.

dimension ..
4

.

To confirm this visdaltomparisdn, interdistript-Spearman rank correlationsr
*"

.,

t

t

were Compvted for
,
each dimensidn (N.s.,15).

ble'III-A presents these-inter-
. ..

-

.

. . ,
.

district 'correlations for Dimension (ideal). Thee diStrlN.cts demonstrate high.
,

P
,

agreement on the ideal goal,fteference, the median correlation being. 9

, .

.. (pe...001). Inter -district .correldtors on DiMension.2.(pripritly) are resented'
,..-

'

r .

jr. Table III-B. As visualomparisou indicated, less agreement exists across .

,.

.
Ot

list i,ts bn the second'dimension. Solutions for Districts B' +' (r=.56) f'

k e
, ,

CS

at

0.
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TABLE II
4

Spearman Rank Correlation.Matrix of'

Perceived Goal Impottance,Perceived

Goal Success, Goal Positionon Dimension 1

and*Goal Position on Dimensional 2 (N=15)*

Importance Success Dimension-1 Dimension 2

Importance'

Success
..

Dimension 1

Dimension 2
.

----

.

..

.

.

,

.2273 .

.

.9884**

.2531

.

. )

- /

.

.11.80

.5224*

.1679
.

4 ,

a

.

.

*,.64'...02)

--

. .

0

A

13

.1

C-
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TABLE III7A

Spearman Rank Correlations of District

Goal Solutidhs on Dimension 1 (N=15)
4

4

c A B C

A
`.
3-

----

, - - --

NN,

,

.96*

----

- .89*

.95*

----

*(p4=.001)
. , .

i

,

f

eld(

.

r

-
.

TABLE IIITB

Spearman Rank Correlations of Distric
Goal SolutiOns on Dimension 2 (N=15).

A
v.-

', B C

A

B

C--__
ih

i ,---

. ,

P.

.19

----

----

. .435* .

.56**
.

--_-

- * (I) -4--='

**(P-.01.)

5)

4-

O

,4

20"

1
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and Distiicts,A and C (r=.43) were significantly4rOrrelated; however; solutions

for DiAricts A and B showed little agreement (r=.19). Diurict consensus on

-\ the two dimensions collectively was interpreted as sdfficient,'however, to justify

utilizing the total sample solution (N=79) for remai,ntng data analysis.
. \

Subject Preferences

The'position of subject vectors in the two dimensional space was examined

to determine if board cif

teachers and area specia

dimensions. Figure 5 i1

education members, administrators, and clashroom

fists variO in goal preferences and thelr.underly(ng

lustrates the distribution of board of education membes,-

central administrators, and building principals; Figure 6 the distribution ot,

J.

elementary, middle schqol, and high school teachers. Area spewialists were

labeled ads classroom teachers according to principal grade level affiliation.

Figures 5.and 6 demonstrate that sUbjectstdid not differ greatly in prefei'ring

the more ideal goals-over the less ideal goals, all btit one being located in the'..

ideal half of the dimensional plot. Subjects' were,416wever, differentially

distributed over the priority dimensions. do

1In Figure 5; board of education members, and cent 'al administration members

consistently appear in the high ideal-high priority quadrant, while building,

Principals cltfster in the high ideal-low piollity 9drant. *Figurg 6 suggests

. .

t.that elementary, m +dle school and high schoolteachers do not differ greatly

.

.

in.goal preferences, being distributed over both the upper and lower lef't/Tand

0

quadrants. A comparison of Figuie .5 andpFigure 6 indidated however, that class.-:

.'''

room teachers,mWdiffer from building principals, with more classroom teachers

havil0k-high ideal-high priority preferences than principals...4S

4 21
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I
"1

4 . )'

-.. -
- , -k

.. .

't.
p.

To test these diffetentes, chi-squaw tests of association were erformed. .

Subjects appearing in,the vpper left hand quadrant were classified as high priority,

t

*those appearing in the,loxdr left hand quadrant as low priority. The cbi- square

0

analyses confirmed he asso ation between. position and priority, indicated

in Table IV. Board of eduoation members and central administrators Were higher

\

in practical priorities.thn building principals (chi-square=-5.46, pZ .02).

Classroom teachers were alsb,higher in practical priority than building ptincipals

(chi-rsquare=4.00, p 4...05). Further analysis however, revealed no significant

. .

relationshipbetween subject ideal-priority preferences and other individual

differences (i.e., age, sex, years of teaching expefIence, years in present

district, and edu cation).

' Barrits

Fifty-six percent of the subjects expressed willingness to try a SWS type

program if their districts were forced to'close again; 17% were undecided and '

,

19% were unwilling to adopt°;-,the program. Several potential barriers to imple-

tilenting the SWIPProgram were repeatedly listed, is follows: ,1) lack of financial

re;o4ces, 2) lack of school and/or community cili-iies heated by aLtYrnative
.Q.,

'
.

,

-I -'
,

fuel, 3),lack of public transportation, especially in rural epees, 41 lack of

parental cooperation, '5)* lick of media program-focusinvon specific district

.

needs (SWS monopolized`ehe airwaves, so neighboring sChools.had to adapt these

4

progr'ams to their respective curricular needs, 6) lack,ofadequate commuflicatieri

14,

among school personnel aDdbetw
co

n personnel Andrerits.
.

Subjects obterved,that SWS programs should not be substitutes fo lanning.

Extended calendar years or revised calendars with planned winter shutd ns were

. . . .....,
,

seen as superior"to SW ty0a,programs, b.!,% so e, the advantage being tilt continuity-.
I.

o4

a

of instruction absent in SWS type programs.. Opinions on the value of th'e SWS type

:26
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TABLE IV

,
Chi-Square VAilues to Test Differential

Location of Educatdrs on Dimension 2 (Priority)*

Board of Education &

Central Administrators

Building Principals

BUilding Principals .c

Classroom Teachers

DIMENSION 2

High Priarit Low Priorit

9 e

(5.5)

3
s (6.5)

t

3 11

(6.5) (7.5)

12

4
447

14

12

14

N=26

x2=5.46; p .02

(corrected for continuity)

DIMENSION 2

High Priorit Low PrArit

3 11

(6..7) = (7.2)
, .

. .

25 19

(21.2) (22.5) 4

28

'*Expected values for each cell enclosed in Parenthesep

14

44

30 N=581

'x
2=4.00; p .05

(corrected for continuity)

0

27 .
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program ratged from "a waste of.time," '!more sensational than educational,"

Y

to a highly successful program. Several subjects noted that although there

would be no barriers to'implementing a SWS type program, its potential for

4
0

success was questionable.

DISCUSSION

fr

This study, has not attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of SWS type

programs. Instead it has focused on one of the potential barriers to success -

lack of gotll consensus among educators. TwO underlying dimensions of educational

goal preferences were identified - an ideal dimension and a priority dimension.

Goals high on the ideal dimension were perceived as more important but having little

chance of Success. Goals high on the priority dimension were viewed as less

important buthaving a higher chance of success in a SWS type program.

Individual districts consistently ranked goals such as development of

student skills in self-directed study.and provision-of more individualized in-

struction as ideal goals for SWS type programs. Goals such as su'pe'rvising

children of working parents andipreventing increase in juvenile crime were'con-,

sistently ranked low on thins dimension.

u*.
Far less consensus existed on the priority of goals across districts.

110..

Districts did agree on .the high priority for the system to provide basic instruction,

allow seniors to.gradua e On time, avoid make=up days and provide employment for

teachers. Disctepancies oc rred in ranking goals of middle and low priorities,

such as developing student self -direction and fostering parental involvement".

Since perceived goal success and goal priority were significantly related,'

priorities for individual districts. wouldlogically Vary depending on the deter-

minants of success in each district (e.g. facilities, community characteristics,

transportation, student population, etc.).

28
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.1

Similar patterns of dimension consensus were observed for educators as

whole.Educators in the three districts surveyed concur on the degree of importance

'and ideal educational value of the goals enumerAted for the SWS prograni. Experi-

mental learning environments and increased parental involvement are more important

,g6als than keeping students buy or providing free babysitting services to
,

'working parents. Obviously educators would hope that temporary emergency pro-s

grams might acheive the more ideal educational goals.

Some discrepancyexists assto priority level that should be,assigned to-

t

these, goals. Most educators agreed that maintaining basic skill levels should

be the top priority. Board of education members and central administrators,'

however, tendto focus on priorities essential for maintaining as normal an

educational routine as possible. Short term goals,ssuch as'allowing seniors to

graduate on time, or avoiding extension of the school year into the summer months,-

are stressed more than long term goals,such as increasing individualized instruction

or experimenting with new learning environments. In contrast building principals

emphasize the ideal more than'the practical essentials, that is, goals whichlave.

Jong term impact such as increased community awareness, self-study skills.

5 Classroom teachers differ from building principals by demonstrating less group

\Tfocus, some stressing the basic essentials, others learn. & towards the educational

extras.

As the data suggests, goal preference is largely a function of educational

Ir.
1

position and role. Top decisionmakers are concerned with issues that affect the

total sys tem-. They appear more responsive to public concerns. Goals that have

- ,

the highest chance of success are preferred, temporary prograffis being designed
...

.
,

primarily as maintenance prdgrams ancr not innovative programs. On the other

'and bviiding principals are responsible fOr maintaining daily educational
111/4

.

activities, locating alternativp meeting places, etc: They search for creative
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alternatives Co standard education. Perhaps they stress the ideal educational

priorities,since these are the key to temporary programs being educationally

innovative as well as administratively successful.

AlthOugh classroom teachers, the people who actually make the program

work, vary in their preferences, they are less concerned with the educational

.
priorities, when compared to building principals. Most of the comments questioning

the value of SWS type programs were made by classroom teachelgs. Since all districts

had conducted-some type of temporary program, all teachers had experienced the

problems associated with accomplishing more ideal, innovative goalk. Perhaps th4,...
2

is why more teachers leaned towards the more administrative, essential priorities

that had a higher perceived chance of success.

These diffetences in goal prioriti%s among educator groups were anticipated.

As Miller, Madden, and Kinchelor observe, the three levels of educational or- .

ganization - the board level,the administrator level,, and the instructional level

all have different expertise and diffet'ent functionsin the educational organization.

Each level sets different goals. The board and, to a lesser degree, the administration

,

..

level goals reflect the needs of the community and societal demands. Instructional

level goals are expregsed more in terms,of educational outoomes.
13 The findings

.

,
...

\.... ..

pf the present study confirm these level differences and suggest they hold for tem-
.

porary organizational goals as well." Board members and central administrators

concentrate on community demands while-buildfng principals focus on instructional.

outcomes. The only source of, conflict 'exists At the teacher, revel, teacher ,priorities

ranging from societal concerns to instructional concerns. Since teachers must

implement temporary prOgrams,,this potLtial conflict must be considered by program

planners. r l,

. .1 4,06.' .

.

Goal copse sus do'es seem to exist, at least among educators. 'While priorities
. 4 / ,

may differ,,' most educators stress the importance of maintaining basic skill levels.

r ;4'.. V
.te

30
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Priorities reflect more the function of the/position, the duties assighed,

rattier than conflict over importance of goals. Ideal educational priorities

are realistiCally assessed as having less chance of success,16their being per-
,

haps too many barriers suchas inadquate transportation,.lacic of alternative

facilities andparental apathy. Extended calendar yearsdignd improved planning

are suggested alternatiVes for succeeding with more education-relatpdlong

term outcomes.
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